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   **Background →**
   
   It is the 21st century and these things can be automated to reduce the burden of road workers and allow for more complex designs in a short amount of time. This would lessen the load on the road companies to hire workers and would allow for more complex parking lot configurations to be implemented. Previous work has dealt with robot drawing on walls. We want to focus on drawing on floors.

   **Problem →**
   
   The problem is that spray painting the ground is tedious and must be maintained regularly so why not automate (reduce load for physical workers). The paint has to be maintained regularly due to weather and human intervention

   **Objective →**
   
   The objective is to require a robot to draw and navigate using sensor/signals on the ground using cutting edge technology. The robot can draw autonomously (small scale (~ 1:10 scale)) and the minimal viable product (MVP) is a robot that can print a simple square through an app.

   **Adopted approach →**
   
   The adopted approach is implementing Mobile Apps and Wireless Communications technology through a raspberry pi 3b, some motor controllers and image files. The mobile apps technology is developing an Android app to tell the robot what to draw (scripts, data processing image) and the wireless communications technology is communicating between phone and robots, to draw on various surfaces (calibrations).